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The four children had rather peculiar
names. The eldest girl was called Iris,
which, as everybody ought to know, means
rainbowindeed, there was an Iris spoken of
in the old Greek legends, who was
supposed to be Heras chief messenger, and
whenever a rainbow appeared in the sky it
was said that Iris was bringing down a
message from Hera. The Iris of this story
was a very pretty, thoughtful little girl,
aged ten years. Her mother often talked to
her about her name, and told her the story
which was associated with it. The eldest
boy was called Apollo, which also is a
Greek name, and was supposed at one time
to belong to the most beautiful boy in the
world. The next girl was called Diana, and
the youngest boys name was Orion. When
this story opens, Iris was ten years old,
Apollo nine, Diana six, and little Orion
five. They were like ordinary children in
appearance, being neither particularly
handsome nor particularly the reverse; but
in their minds and ways, in their habits and
tastes, they seemed to have inherited a
savor of those far-off beings after whom
their mother had called them. They were,
in short, very unworldly childrenthat does
not mean that they were specially
religiousbut they did not care for fine
clothes, nor the ordinary amusements
which ordinary children delight in. They
loved flowers with a love which was
almost a passion, and they also knew a
great deal about the stars, and often coaxed
their mother to allow them to sit up late at
night to watch the different constellations;
but above all these things they adored, with
a great adoration, the entire animal
kingdom.
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Mums full of things to entertain her, and it was a little ray of light into her world that
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